In this study, we approach a spherical particle in plane Couette fluid flow problem utilizing Adomian's decomposition method (ADM) as well as variational iteration method (VIM) to find a rapidly convergent power series solution. Equation of particle's motion in Couette flow considering the rotation and shear effects on lift force and neglecting gravity has been investigated by Vander Werff. The required time and distance for a spherical particle to reach terminal velocity trajectory of particle obtained which has application in transferring the medicine in blood in medical area or control of particles motion during spraying or injecting processes in industry. The precious contribution of the work is introducing a new fast and efficient solution of analytical methods in a spherical particle in plane Couette fluid flow over the previous numerical and analytical counterpart results in literature, while it is shown that both methods give approximations of a high degree of accuracy and least computational effort for studying particle motion in Couette fluid flow.
Introduction
Numerical solutions of equation derived from the balance equation of external forces applied to a particle in interaction with drag, virtual mass force, the Basset force, lift force, etc. have been broadly considered in literature; albeit an exact analytical expression that gives a better understanding of the physical behavior of the sphere-fluid combination and the accelerated motion of the sphere is still worth studying. Knowing that, an analytical solution is usually the more preferred and convenient method in engineering area because of less computational work as well as high accuracy. The cases that particles come into contact with a solid or fluid boundary and obtaining the drag coefficient in order to predict the free falling velocity of particles have been immense interest of many researchers.
The main objective of these problems is to estimate the time and distance required to reach terminal velocity for a given sphere-fluid combination prior to making the reliable determination of the sphere settling velocity. Regarding the aforementioned reasons the study of the accelerated motion of a sphere particle in a plane Couette fluid using analytical ADM and VIM and comparing the agreement and even improvement of obtained results in comparison with previous analytical and numerical solutions [1] and determines the most suited approach is focused in current study. Jalal et al. solved a spherical particle's motion in Couette flow using Homotopy perturbation method (HPM) and got comparable results to numerical ones [1] .
A combined experimental-numerical study was performed for a drag coefficientReynolds correlation for a single spherical particle rolling down a smooth plane for three classified regimes of Re from low up to 10 5 , in an incompressible Newtonian media by Jan and Chen [2] . Explicit equations of correlation between Reynolds and drag coefficients proposed by Yow et al. for different shapes of particles including spheres, cube octahedrons, octahedrons, cubes, tetrahedrons, discs, cylinders and rectangular parallelepipeds [3] . The unsteady rolling motion of a spherical particle restricted to a tube 
was studied analytically by Jalal and Ganji. An exact solution of particle velocity and acceleration motion under some practical conditions was obtained through applying HPM [4] .
Jalal and Ganji proposed an analytically solution for acceleration motion of a spherical particle rolling down an inclined boundary with drag coefficient which is correlated linearly to Re in a specific range using HPM. Various inclination angles were studied and observed that settling velocity, acceleration duration and displacement are proportional to amount of inclination angle while for a constant inclination angle; settling velocity and acceleration duration are decreased by increasing the fluid viscosity [5] .
Motivated by the above mentioned works, the main objective of the present research paper is to see the effect and accuracy of ADM and VIM methods on the 2D motion of a spherical particle in plane Couette fluid flow that has already been solved by numerical method. Results show that both methods have high degree of accuracy, and they are faster and more efficient than the previous method.
Statement of Problem
The early equation of motion of sphere particles' lift effect in a Couette flow has been studied by Steverding [6] . In that study the lift force of particle was assumed due to merely rotation of particle, while later Saffman proved that the contribution of shear effect in particle's motion is not less important than the former one [7] . Vander Werff proposed a more comprehensive equation of motion of sphere particle in Couette flow which covers the shortfall of previous studies [8] . The Vander Werff model for particle motion in Couette flow is adopted in this study while the positive direction rotation of particle is clockwise and combined effects of inertia, gravity and buoyancy are assumed negligible [9] . So, the inertia force in left hand of force balance equation is the product of mass of sphere particle by its acceleration : 
Where and V are the radius, density and velocity of sphere particle respectively. is first derivative of particle's velocity and are second derivatives of particles' motion in horizontal and vertical directions respect to time. In order to calculate the drag force the velocities of the sphere particle are considered small adequately so that the Stokes law can be governed:
While μ signify the viscosity of fluid.
The rotation and shear portion of the particle's lift force is obtained as:
Where α is defined as positive proportionality constant.
An illustration of the spherical particle in plane Couette fluid flow and exerted forces on particle are shown in Fig.1 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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For simplicity the governing equations have been expressed as:
Where the coefficients A-C are defined as:
An appropriate initial condition is required in order to avoid trapping the procedure in nontrivial solution:
Since, the procedure of solving the Eq.8 is autonomous of constants A, B and C; so, for generalization and simplification of problem for future cases with different physical conditions the constatns which represent physical properties are assumed to be:
Results and Discussions
Implementation of Adomian decomposition method for current problem
ADM applied for solving the Eq. (8) Eq. (14) continued up to n=24 to get an exact solution with reasonable computationally effort. The 2D profiles of velocity of particle are depicted in Fig.2 . It can be easily deduced in From the table 3 which shows the mean square error (MSE) for different series terms involved of ADM; it is found that the velocities of particle in both x and y directions for n=24 has the least amount of MSE and hence cover the moving particle velocities for longer time.
Implementation of variation iteration method for current problem
The solution of Eq. (8) using VIM, assumptions (12) and initial condition (13) is obtained as:
(23b) ----------------------------------------------- 
Conclusion
A new approach for analytically handling a couple of equations of a spherical particle motion in a plane Couette fluid flow has been presented. The author assumed a 2D velocity profile of incompressible Newtonian flow in horizontal and vertical motions as the result of solutions. ADM and VIM have been applied and the results compared to previous numerical results. It was observed that clearly by adding to series terms in both methods the moving particle is covered for longer.
In this particular case study observed that the considered spherical particle gets to steady state of motion in approximately 6s after releasing in the Couette fluid flow. However, making a tradeoff between accuracy, computational burden and efficiency got the author to choose reasonable amount of series terms that not only obtain an exact solution for present equation but also, propose a faster and computationally more efficient approach for dealing with this sort of problems rather the previous numerical and analytical method.
